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Einstein/Bohr Debate andEinstein/Bohr Debate and
 Quantum Computing Quantum Computing



Famous debate Famous debate preceedingpreceeding Einstein/Bohr Einstein/Bohr

Mach/Mach/BoltzmannBoltzmann

What do we know and how do we know itWhat do we know and how do we know it
Construction of models and use of MathematicsConstruction of models and use of Mathematics

Debates on EpistemologyDebates on Epistemology
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Ernst MachErnst Mach

•• BoltzmannBoltzmann:: Uses idea of atoms (hidden
parameters) in mathematical theory..

•• MachMach:: “Theories are like dry leaves”.

and  Ludwig BoltzmanLudwig Boltzman
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Mach/Boltzmann DebateMach/Boltzmann Debate
Boltzmann: used concept and theory of atoms to constructBoltzmann: used concept and theory of atoms to construct

mathematical models and to deduce macroscopicmathematical models and to deduce macroscopic
propertiesproperties

Mach: Rejected the theory of atoms; uses only Mach: Rejected the theory of atoms; uses only ““elementselements””
(world consist of tones, pressures, spaces, times(world consist of tones, pressures, spaces, times…….). Aim.). Aim
of science is the most efficient description of the flux ofof science is the most efficient description of the flux of

these elementsthese elements
 (role of mathematics) (role of mathematics)

EinsteinEinstein’’s question to Mach: What if a theory leads to thes question to Mach: What if a theory leads to the
most efficient description of the flux. Is it then useful?most efficient description of the flux. Is it then useful?

 Mach Mach’’s answer: yess answer: yes
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Atomistic Elements, Large SystemsAtomistic Elements, Large Systems

Richard Feynman: There is plenty of room at the bottomRichard Feynman: There is plenty of room at the bottom

Jack Morton: The tyranny of large systemsJack Morton: The tyranny of large systems

Silicon Technology: Solution by scaling using billions ofSilicon Technology: Solution by scaling using billions of
dollarsdollars

Zuerich, November 2003
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Similar to Mach/Similar to Mach/BoltzmannBoltzmann, with added complexity, with added complexity

 Completeness of a theory (QM)? Completeness of a theory (QM)?

Discuss first Motivation and Elements of Computing andDiscuss first Motivation and Elements of Computing and
Quantum ComputingQuantum Computing

Einstein/Bohr DebateEinstein/Bohr Debate
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Our MotivationOur Motivation

Great advances in Great advances in NanoscienceNanoscience and Technology,  the very and Technology,  the very
basis of computing and quantum computing (QC)basis of computing and quantum computing (QC)

Einstein/Bohr debate is central for the foundations ofEinstein/Bohr debate is central for the foundations of
quantum computing and quantum informationquantum computing and quantum information
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Concepts of QCConcepts of QC

  The BIT; conventional computersThe BIT; conventional computers

The QUBIT, quantum computersThe QUBIT, quantum computers
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The BITThe BIT
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Analog and Digital Information

• Information as
represented to us may
be of analog or digital
(BIT) nature.

• Computational projects
deal with both forms of
information
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The QUBITThe QUBIT
Introduction of Probability as cornerstone of scienceIntroduction of Probability as cornerstone of science

The The qubitqubit contains by itself both analog and digital contains by itself both analog and digital
informationinformation

Does the Does the qubitqubit contain information in new form? contain information in new form?
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QUBIT of everyday life



BIT AND Q-BIT

 

We consider in the following only the special case
                                   p = 1/2

BIT     B           0     or     1

QUBIT Qu
0

With probability p
1
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ENTANGLEMENT:ENTANGLEMENT:
THE SPECIALTY OF QUBITSTHE SPECIALTY OF QUBITS

Qu
If then

0
1

1
0QuE
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Basic Quantum ComputerBasic Quantum Computer

The The QubitQubit: the element of quantum computers: the element of quantum computers

Most basic Quantum computer: two entangled QUBITSMost basic Quantum computer: two entangled QUBITS

Permits to play an interesting gamePermits to play an interesting game
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ENTANGLEMENT and ENTANGLEMENT and Guess my numberGuess my number games games
(H. (H. BuhrmanBuhrman and  and WimWim van Dam) van Dam)

Alice and Bob must each choose a number 0,1 with probability 1/2 and  tell
the choice to the host. They win if they have different numbers.

Alice and Bob don’t communicate between themselves. Mustn’t they be wrong 50% of the time?

x0 = 0 or
1

y0 = 0 or 1

1, 0

0, 1 
This is an overly
simplified version of
the games by the
above authors. The
Original was in
Physics today.
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Entangled Entangled QubitQubit Solution of the Game Solution of the Game

Qu QuEAlice uses Bob uses
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Remember p = ½ and they are Entangled

Question, what is entanglement, what is
            quantum information?



CLOCKS

Alice Bob
    1      even seconds 2,4,6,…           0
    0      odd  seconds 1,3,5,…            1
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Question: What is EntanglementQuestion: What is Entanglement

The Debate of EinsteinThe Debate of Einstein and and  BohrBohr
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Debate of    Albert EinsteinAlbert Einstein

•• EinsteinEinstein:: There must be some There must be some ““elements of realityelements of reality”” that go that go
with the QUBITS and determine the outcomewith the QUBITS and determine the outcome

•• BohrBohr:: No, random outcome in moment of
measurement            (Both simplified, paraphrased)

and     NielsNiels Bohr Bohr
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EinsteinEinstein//Bohr Bohr (1936)(1936)
Einstein: Separate QUBITS by a large distance

Qu
0
1

1
0

Still

       Qu, QuE must contain “elements of reality,” Gott wuerfelt nicht!
                                God does not play dice
             Otherwise there would be (spooky) action at a distance

Quantum information corresponds then to elements of reality
i.e., to conventional type digital and analog information
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Einstein/Bohr; Einstein/Bohr; BoltzmannBoltzmann/Mach/Mach

Einstein/Bohr differ similarly to Einstein/Bohr differ similarly to BoltzmannBoltzmann/Mach/Mach
Einstein: elements of reality, may be hidden, subject to aEinstein: elements of reality, may be hidden, subject to a

few natural laws (e.g. speed of light)few natural laws (e.g. speed of light)

Bohr: describe expectation values of outcomes mostBohr: describe expectation values of outcomes most
efficientlyefficiently
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Recent DevelopmentsRecent Developments

Hundreds of thousand publications, hundredsHundreds of thousand publications, hundreds
of booksof books

Mathematical TheoremsMathematical Theorems
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BellBell’’s Theorems Theorem

It wasnIt wasn’’t Einstein, and it wasnt Einstein, and it wasn’’t Heisenberg or dear oldt Heisenberg or dear old
SchroedingerSchroedinger who drove the last nail in the coffin of who drove the last nail in the coffin of

common sense. It was John S. Bell who published hiscommon sense. It was John S. Bell who published his
memorable theorem in 1964. (R. A. Wilson)memorable theorem in 1964. (R. A. Wilson)

Bell 1964: Any theory that adds elements of reality toBell 1964: Any theory that adds elements of reality to
quantum mechanics must contain a quantum mechanics must contain a ““mechanism wherebymechanism whereby

the setting of one measuring device can influence thethe setting of one measuring device can influence the
reading of another instrument, however remote.reading of another instrument, however remote.””
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Our Most Recent FindingsOur Most Recent Findings

(Hess/(Hess/PhilippPhilipp 2004): Bell 2004): Bell’’s Theorem (1964) is a specials Theorem (1964) is a special
case of the mathematical theorem of case of the mathematical theorem of VorobVorob’’evev (1962)  and (1962)  and

Jean Bass(1955)Jean Bass(1955)

Our finding shows that the Bell Theorem is a consequenceOur finding shows that the Bell Theorem is a consequence
of elementary mathematical facts that are unrelated to theof elementary mathematical facts that are unrelated to the
concept of concept of EinsteinsEinsteins elements of reality as well as spooky elements of reality as well as spooky

actionaction

SeeSee  http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0410015http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/quant-ph/0410015
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What about Quantum Teleportation?What about Quantum Teleportation?

Contrary to the perception of science reporters no particlesContrary to the perception of science reporters no particles
or information are teleported. These are transported alongor information are teleported. These are transported along

fibers and radio communicationsfibers and radio communications

What is thought to be What is thought to be ““teleportedteleported”” is a theoretical entity, is a theoretical entity,
the quantum state. This may also be carried by elements ofthe quantum state. This may also be carried by elements of

reality transported with the particlereality transported with the particle
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QuestionsQuestions

Is quantum information indeed special or are the distant
“influences” explainable in classical ways e.g. by time
correlations?

If God does not throw dice, if there is no influence at a distance
does a quantum computer still exist?

Answer: Yes, in a demystified way as a machine based on
digital/analog nanostructure- QUBIT- interactions.
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ConclusionsConclusions

Will QUBIT engineering bring aWill QUBIT engineering bring a
decision?decision?

Detailed mathematical discussions willDetailed mathematical discussions will
be given in the following lecturesbe given in the following lectures
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Questions and Answers


